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Abstract: Learning to rank for information retrieval has gained a lot of interest in the recent years because, ranking is
the central problem in many information retrieval applications, such as document retrieval, collaborative filtering,
question answering, multimedia retrieval, text summarization, and online advertising machine translation etc. The
extremely large size of the Web documents makes it generally impossible for the common users to find their desired
information by surfing the Web. As a consequence, effective and efficient information retrieval has become more
important and also search engine (information retrieval system) has become an essential tool for people to locate their
needed information. So, we propose novel active learning algorithm that is two stages Expected loss optimization
(ELO), which minimizes the expected loss of information and rank the document which is more relevant to the query
and gives the user the most informative document instead of displaying all the related documents which is not useful
for the user.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Learning to rank is a relatively new research area which
has emerged in the past decade [19]. Search engines are
essential tools for finding and exploring information on
the Web and other information systems. To a larger extent
the quality of a search engine is determined by the ranking
function used to produce the results according to user‟s
query. Ranking is the core of information retrieval system;
user gives the query the documents have to be ranked
according to their relevance to the query. Machine
learning algorithms are used to learn the ranking function.
Ranking has widespread applications such as commercial
search engines and recommend system, which can find out
relevance between the relevant documents in context of
given user‟s query, and place them in order of their
relevance in rank list. In classification, the queries and
documents are given; each query is associated with a
Perfect ranking list of the documents. The ranking model
is then created using the classification process according
to the given query. In contrast, learning to rank approaches
[21] [2] in information retrieval allows retrieval systems to
incorporate hundreds or even thousands of arbitrarily
defined features. Most importantly, these approaches
automatically learn the most effective combination of
these features in the ranking function based on the
available data for classification. Some evaluation metrics
are needed to measure the quality of search engine; one of
the most commonly used metric in web search ranking is
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG), the Discounted
Cumulative Gain is used to measure ranking quality of
search engines. In information retrieval, it is often used to
measure effectiveness of web search engine algorithms or
other related applications.DCG measures the usefulness
or gain, of a document based on its perfect position in the
rank list.
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If the relevant document is in lower position then it is less
useful for the user to gain knowledge. The purpose of the
paper is to integrating both query level selection and
document level selection for ranking and we proposed an
expected discounted cumulative gain (DCG) loss
optimization (ELO-DCG) algorithm, to select most
informative and relevant document associated to query.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 related
works is discussed. In section 3 we present the evaluation
methodology of active learning to rank and ELO for
raking. The review question and observations are
presented in section 4 and section 5.In section 6
discussions and suggestion are presented. Finally the
drawbacks and conclusion is presented in section 7.
II.

RELATED WORK

Learning to rank [20] has three common approaches they
are: Point wise approaches, Pair wise approaches, and List
wise approaches. These three different approaches learn to
rank in different ways. That is, they may define different
input and output spaces, use different hypotheses, and
employs different loss functions.
The Point wise approaches are the earliest approaches,[2]
the basic hypotheses of this approach is to map the
document‟s ordinal scales into numeric values using
regression and classification method, it try to compare the
relevance score of every two documents, then comparison
result is produced. Based on that result the document will
be ranked.
Pair wise approach uses binary classifier method that will
tell which document is better in a given pair of documents.
The goal of using binary classifier is to minimize average
number of inversions in ranking functions.
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The List wise approaches [21] is similar with the basic
idea of pair wise approach, it directly compare the
relevance list of documents based on query, instead of
trying to get ranking score for each document individually.
It uses Ad a Rank and soft Rank algorithms for ranking.
Compared with traditional active learning algorithm; there
is still limited work on the active learning for ranking in
recent years.
The problem of document selection based on query in
ranking is studied by Donmez and Carbonell [3].The
uncertainty sampling is simple and common strategy in
active learning, the issue in sampling is that the algorithm
selects queries for which the label uncertainty samples
have highest relevance score [4].The main drawback in
this type of approach is noise and variance. Active
learning algorithm minimizes the noise and reduces
variance proposed in [5].
Query by Committee algorithm [8] uses noise free
classification function. Another common approach for
active learning is to select query that once added to
training set which leads to large increase in the objective
function value that is being optimized [6].
Many other ranking algorithms such as Rank SVM [11]
and Rank Boost [7] suggests to add the most relevant pairs
of documents to the training set, the document‟s predicted
relevance scores are very close under the current ranking
models. In the term of binary relevance, greedy algorithm
[10] is proposed which selects the document that
differentiates two different ranking systems in terms of
average precision. The comparison of effective and
efficient document selection methodologies in learning to
rank are found in [15].

query level and document level active learning has its own
drawback [16], an informative query could be missed if
none of its documents is selected, or only one document is
selected per query, which is not a good example in
learning to rank.
B.

Two Stage ELO algorithm

Active learning framework, expected loss optimization
(ELO) for both query and document selection is applied
for ranking. There is a great need for active learning
framework when selecting the data for ranking. The basic
idea behind the proposed algorithm is that given a loss
function, the samples minimizing the expected loss (EL)
which are considered as most informative document. Two
stage ELO algorithm which uses function ensemble to
select most informative examples that minimizes a chosen
loss.
First stage in ELO is used in query selection and second
stage is document selection. The input instance is a query
and a set of documents associated with it, while the output
is a vector of relevance scores. Based on the relevance
score document ranking is done through the repetition of
that particular query term in the documents if the query
term is found more in an document then it is ranked in first
position in ranking list. If the query term is repeated very
less in a document then it will be in last position in
ranking list. Thus the according to the query the user will
gain information. Expected loss optimization gives
importance for both query and document level which
improves the ranking performances and reduces the
discounted cumulative gain (DCG) loss, which is the main
problem in ranking systems for information retrieval.

L. Yang, L. Wang [12] proposed greedy query selection
IV.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
algorithm that minimizes query density and query
diversity. Some empirical and theoretical work related to
query sampling are found in[13] the results shows that A research questions plays a major role in the survey and
better having more queries but less number of documents it provides clarity for the survey. The questions related to
information retrieval and ranking are described as follows.
per query than having more documents and less queries.
Q1. What is the purpose of information Retrieval (IR)
System?
III.
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
Motivation: To analyze why we use information retrieval
system and its advantage
A.
Active Learning to Rank
Q2. How Information Retrieval Systems Works?
Active learning for ranking reduces the labeling effort than Motivation: To know the working of Information retrieval
compared to supervised learning. In many other system.
supervised learning algorithms the quality of the ranking is Q3. What are the important problems in information
affected with the labeled data which contains irrelevant retrieval?
documents matching the query. Existing approaches such Motivation: Problems in information retrieval are
as[21][2] for ranking are not readily applicable to rank. considered
Compared with the active learning for classification [3], Q4. What are terms considered during ranking the
active learning for ranking faces some of the unique document?
challenges such as there is no notion for classification Motivation: To know the performance of ranking.
margin in ranking function. Some active learning approach Q5. How ranking is done in Search engine?
like [14] Query by Committee (QBC) has not justified for Motivation: To analyze the process of ranking in search
ranking under regression and classification framework engine
[15]. Active learning for ranking can select examples at
different levels, one is query level and other is document
V.
OBSERVATION
level. Query level selects informative queries with all
associated documents. Document level selects each and Based on the research about ranking in information
every document individually for a given query. Since retrieval the questions arises are as follows and the
Copyright to IJARCCE
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answers for research question are observed and presented
below in terms of retrieval process
Q1. What is the purpose of information Retrieval (IR)
System?
Information Retrieval (IR) is all about the process of
providing answers to user as per the information they
need. It is concerned with the collection, representation,
storage, accessing, manipulation and display of the
information necessary to satisfying user‟s needs. IR
system is to provide information that changes the
knowledge state of a user so that the user can able to
perform a present task and also prepared to perform future
tasks in other ways to lead a better quality of life.
Q2. How Information Retrieval Systems Works?
IR is a component of an information system. An
information system must make sure that everybody meant
to be served with the information they needed to
accomplish their tasks, solve problems, and make their
own decisions, but no matter where that information is
available to them.
An information system must (1) actively find out what
users needs, (2) acquire documents (like programs, or data
Year

Title

2003

An Efficient
Boosting Algorithm
for Combining
Preferences
Minimal Test
Collections for
Retrieval Evaluation

2006

2008

2008

2011

2012

Methodology/
Algorithm
Rank Boost

items, or products), resulting in a collection, and (3)
Relatively match documents with user‟s needs.
Q3. What are the important problems in information
retrieval?
Some of the problems in information retrieval system are,
the human-computer interface, knowledge representation,
Procedures for processing knowledge/information,
Designing user-enhanced information systems and System
evaluation
Q4. What are terms considered during ranking the
document?
The important things need to be considered during ranking
the document are as follows:1) Term importance
2)Stemming 3)Query expansion 4)Document structure
5)Personalization
Term importance: Frequent (repeated) vs. discriminative
words are important when ranking a document.
Stemming:Stemming is the process of morphologically
equivalent words (e.g. bicycles → bicycle)
Query expansion: Query expansion relates, which are
semantically equivalent it is similar to stemming process
(e.g. bicycles → bicycle)
Inference
Most relevant information to be combined
represents relative preferences rather than absolute
rating and ranking

link evaluation
with
test
collection

Obtaining labelled examples for data is very
expensive and also time-consuming is high

Optimizing
Estimated Loss
Reduction for Active
Sampling in Rank
Learning
Active Preference
Learning with
Discrete Choice
Data
Semi-supervised
learning to Rank
with Preference
Regularization

SVM-based and
boosting-based
rank learning

It does not distinguish between the relative order of
two relevant or two non-relevant examples

active learning
algorithm

This algorithm is not possible to evaluate over the
entire document ranking because of labelled data

Semisupervised
ranking
algorithm.

It tend to include non-informative documents when
there are a large number of documents associated
with each query

An Active Learning
Algorithm
for
Ranking
from
Pairwise Preferences
with an Almost
Optimal
Query
Complexity

Query Efficient
Algorithm

Algorithm cannot be used to find almost optimal
solutions in case of larger query in document
selection

TABLE 1: LIST OF RANKING ALGORITHM BASED PAPERS
Document structure: Matching of query terms in different
parts of the document is important (e.g. title, body
description etc)
Personalization: We can also consider user‟s information
Copyright to IJARCCE

to improve ranking functionality.
Q5. How ranking is done in Search engine?
Search engines rank the web pages [18] by their
expected relevance to a user's query based on two different
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methods they are:
independent methods.

Query-dependent

and

Query-

Query-independent method is used to measure the
estimated importance of a page, independent consideration
of how well the page matches with the specific query.
Query-independent ranking is usually based on link
analysis method, for examples it includes Page Rank and
also Trust Rank.
Query dependent methods attempt to measure the degree
of page which matches to a specific query; independent
importance to the page is given. Query- dependent ranking
is based on heuristics mechanism that usually consider the
location and number of matches to various query words in
the document on the page itself or in any anchor
text referring to the particular page or in any URL, for
example Boolean model, vector space model etc.
VI.

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTION

In recent days the necessary and importance of learning to
rank is increased in all the fields, here we focus only on
the information retrieval. So searching and retrieving the
relevant document from the large sets of data is becoming
a critical task. To overcome this problem, active learning
for ranking techniques was followed. Since ranking is core
component in information retrieval system where the user
only interested in top listed document instead of
displaying all the document, which are unnecessary to the
user.
Ranking are used in many other fields such as Mobile
application to rank and rate the performance of the each
and every application, In Educational field to evaluate the
performance of the Student and to award the best student
in the academic year, industries uses ranking measures for
their employees to know their activities and to improve
their performance in job. Raking is used in sports to rank
the performance of the player. Now a day‟s ranking are
used to know about the details of the organizations such as
colleges, schools etc. People are interested to know the top
colleges and schools to educate their children. Learning to
rank have to be developed more in other fields also. It is
recommended to implement the ranking system all over
world for the best knowledge for the users to acquire their
needed information in correct time.
VII.

CONCLUSION

As technology improves everyday new developments are
constantly infiltrating our lives. The research in learning to
rank is an outgoing process and the requirement of ranking
change every day based on the requirements from the user.
Active learning for ranking is differs from Active learning
for classification and regression, in addition active
learning for ranking has some unique features. In literature
there are many ranking algorithm they are all time
consuming and also cost much in obtaining labeled data
compared with those algorithm Expected loss optimization
for query and document level ranking by active learning
performs efficiently by providing the user the most
informative documents for their references.
Copyright to IJARCCE
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